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Abbssttrraacctt
This research connects methods from computer vision, human computer interaction,
choreography, design, and art. We used human movement as the basis for designing an
embodied collaborative aesthetic design environment. Our intention was to promote social
interaction and creative expression. We employed off-the-shelf computer vision technology.
Movement became the basis for the choreography and recognition of gestures and the
development of imagery and visualization. We developed a new type of affordance, the
choreographic button, which integrates choreography, gesture recognition, and visual feedback.
Jumping, a quick movement, and crouching, a sustained gesture, were choreographed to form a
vocabulary that is personally expressive, and which also facilitates automatic recognition.
For evaluation, we held an integrated exhibition, party, and user study event. This mixing of
events produced an engaging environment in which participants could choose to interact with
each other. The study results demonstrate that our movement-based design environment
promotes social interaction.
IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn
Research on human computer interaction involving computer vision-based motion tracking
needs to start with the body, and then consider technology. The body is the site of experience.
We sense the environment, form understandings, and actuate responses. Movement is an
actuated essence of people’s everyday experiences. Movements articulate locomotion, and also
convey information regarding emotions and intentions. A gesture is a linguistic form of
movement that communicates without the use of vocal articulation or written language. Thus,
gesture is social. Gesture can be utilized to
develop expressive vocabularies that form a basis for the interaction between humans and
machines. Choreography is the creation or specification of movement in order to affect a
specific intention and convey meaning. In this research, human movement serves as the basis
for human computer interaction, social interaction, and visual imagery. Expression through
movement forms the basis of an interactive environment in which participants collaborate to
create design.
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We develop a collaborative aesthetic design environment with a movement-based interface.
The movement-based design environment consists of five structural components: (1)
superimposed choreographic button duos; (2) a human Choreography Grid and a visual Imagery
Grid; (3) a Movement Imagery Collection; (4) temporal visual structures; and (5) interactive
affordances.
This article begins by presenting the design process of the five components. Then, we will
develop an evaluation method that mixes a social event with an experimental study. We close
with discussion about the role of the body and movement in human computer interaction and
the application of principles of interaction design in movement-based interfaces.
CChhoorreeooggrraapphhyy aanndd RReeccooggnniittiioonn
Our design process focused on exploring possibilities for human expression, and the social
function and utility of video motion tracking technologies [0]. We utilized the Max signal
processing and integration environment, along with the Jitter suite of video processing objects,
and the Cyclops video analysis plug-in [0]. A program in this environment is known as a
Max/Jitter “patch.” We developed gesture-recognition algorithms as a Max/Jitter patch.
We sought to choreograph gestures that were on the one hand expressive, and also not
difficult to develop reliable recognition algorithms for. As we developed prototypes iteratively,
we discovered that it is important to graphically convey the state of the gesture recognition
process. Otherwise, the participant cannot clearly understand what state the environment is in,
and what interactive movements make sense. Further, the physical space in which the
participant can effect the environment also needs to be clearly defined, in order to make the
possibilities for interaction clear. Norman associates with the term affordance, “the perceived
and actual properties of a thing … that determine how it can be used” [0]. Thus, we developed
a tight binding between the demarcation of physical space, gesture and its recognition, and
graphical representations of state. We call this affordance the choreographic button. Designing
a choreographic button involves three interwoven stages: (1) defining (choreographing) and
recognizing the movement; (2) designing graphical indicators that represent the state of the
movement; and (3) mapping changes in the state of the movement to changes in the graphical
affordances and the system.
CChhoorreeooggrraapphhiinngg RReeccooggnniizzaabbllee G
Geessttuurreess
Laban provides a structural approach to understanding movement and choreography [0]. He
developed six elementary schematic structures of effort in correlation with the six fundamental
directions in space: up and down, left and right, backward and forward [0]. Based on Laban’s
schematics of effort, we define a choreographic button duo: one button uses a quick upward
jumping movement, while the other uses sustained downward crouching. Each was chosen
because of the simplicity provided in computationally monitoring single-axis unidirectional
movement (up and down). We recognize jumping movements with a single wide-angle video
camera, and crouching movements with another such camera. Modern computational resources
enabled our Max/Jitter patch to apply commodity recognition algorithms to both video streams
concurrently in real time using a single computer.
These two cameras are located in the corner to the northeast of the active choreographic area
of physical space, providing a wide-angle profile view (Figure 1a, right). Camera A is used to
recognize jumping is located at floor level and provides a view of the feet (Figure 1b). By
placing the camera parallel with the plane of the floor, only one algorithm is necessary to

Figure 1: System Diagram with camera views
(a) System Diagram: Choreography Grid, Imagery Grid, and their relationships
to the space and technology
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recognize jumping, because only a single rectangular area (junction between the floor and wall)
needs to be analyzed regardless of the position of the feet along the floor. Camera B, which
recognizes crouching, is located directly above and functions similarly to the floor camera, but
with a view of the upper torso (Figure 1c). A curtain running just outside the south and west
edges of the active choreographic area provides a static backdrop to reduce noise for motion
tracking.

b) camera a view, recognizes jumping

(c) camera b view, recognizes crouching
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This recognition mechanism is sufficient to support a single choreographic button duo
corresponding to a horizontal area that spans the range of the cameras. Lateral spatial
resolution requires employing a third camera to track the position of participants. The camera
(Camera C) that differentiates lateral positions is placed overhead, facing the floor, orthogonal
to the other cameras. Lateral space can be discretized. Upon subdividing the feed from the
overhead camera into nine discrete regions (cells) arranged in a 3x3 grid, a choreographic
button duo is assigned to each region. By putting together the profile and overhead views, we
are able to recognize distinct movement forms, in association with specific lateral positions.
A
A TTaallee ooff 2
2G
Grriiddss
The nine choreographic button duos of our movement-based design environment are
manifested not just in physical space, but also in an associated visual space. The grid in the
physical space, where movement recognition takes place, is called the Choreography Grid, while
the projected space of visualization and feedback is the Imagery Grid (Figure 2, below). The
two grids are characterized by a direct one-to-one positional mapping of cells. The top-left
corner of the Choreography Grid maps to the top-left corner of the Imagery Grid.
The boundaries for the cells of the Choreography Grid are marked out on the floor of the
physical space with yellow lines. The Imagery Grid (Figure 2) projected on the forward facing
wall is the arrangement of the imagery states for the choreographic button duos.

Figure 2: Imagery Grid Example. The bottom center square is selected and
locked.
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The 3x3 grid structure provides a collage creation structure with degrees of freedom designed
to support an experience that is aesthetically evocative and creatively open.
M
Moovveem
meenntt IIm
maaggeerryy CCoolllleeccttiioonn
Visual representations rendered in each cell of the Imagery Grid are based on the Movement
Imagery Collection, a set of 29 images that we chose in order to represent forms of movement
in a physical or emotional sense, developing a movement vocabulary based on the gestures of
the choreographic buttons: jumping and crouching.
TTeem
mppoorraall V
Viissuuaall SSttrruuccttuurreess
We designed three temporal visual structures for selecting elements from the Movement
Imagery Collection and rendering them: cross-fading, fast-forwarding, and still. Each of these
structures consists of rules for selecting an element, an option for compositing with the
previous element, and an option for sequencing over time.
The first and default structure is cross-fading. When a grid cell is cross-fading, the visualization
continuously transitions between pairs of images from the Movement Imagery Collection. Each
pair consists of a source image and a destination image. Each successive destination image is
selected randomly. Cross-fading progressively renders source and destination images with
inverse levels of translucence, as per these equations:
Following each cross-fade, there is a five-second pause before the next cross-fade occurs with
a new destination image. The pause provides a participant with time to discern individual
images in the collection, as well as their blended states.
At initialization, every cell in the Imagery Grid is invoking the cross-fading temporal structure.
The initialization times of the cross-fading structures in different cells are offset, in order to
desynchronize the fades. This conveys a sense of mutual independence, rather than synchrony.
The second temporal visual structure is fast-forwarding. When this structure is invoked, the
imagery transitions between discrete images from the Movement Imagery Collection in a fixed
sequence. There is no compositing. A pause between transitions allows the participant time to
observe each successive image, and make decisions about whether to select it with a
movement.
The simplest structure is still. This is the identity element. In the still structure, the imagery
visualization is fixed to a single image from the Movement Imagery Collection. The still temporal
visual structure does not transition between images.
A
Affffoorrddaanncceess aanndd M
Maappppiinnggss
We choreographed the gestures of quick jumping and sustained crouching as the basis for each
button duo. Each duo is associated with a square cell of physical space in the Choreography
Grid, and a corresponding cell in the projected visual space of the Imagery Grid. In the physical
space of the Choreography Grid, while the choreographic buttons of a duo are superimposed

laterally, their positions are differentiated along the vertical axis. Figure 3 (below) defines the
mappings by specifying a state diagram of associated movements, affordances, temporal visual
structures, and transition logics.

Figure 3: State Diagram for a Choreographic Button Duo. The state in the top left outlined by
doublelines is the initial state for all duos.
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Selection of a choreographic button duo occurs when a participant moves laterally into a
particular Choreography Grid cell. This is indicated in the visual space of the Imagery Grid by a
yellow selection border that frames the corresponding cell.
Selection also results in the presentation of indicators reflecting the state of each button in the
duo. The button state icons are positioned vertically, corresponding to the movements required
to trigger each of them. The jump button state icon is located in a top corner since upward
movement triggers it. The crouch button state icon is located in a bottom corner because
downward movement triggers it.
In developing the design for iconic visual feedback and mappings to temporal visual structures
once a choreographic button duo is selected, we were guided by physical constraints and the
characteristics of movement. Jumping is quick and sudden, and thus well suited for a
momentary state-changing operation.
Locking is a toggle operation that transpires instantaneously. Thus, jumping is mapped to the
toggle of a lock state. Locking is indicated by a padlock that is open when not activated or
closed when activated. Once it has been locked, a choreographic button duo invokes the still
temporal structure, whether it is actively selected by the participant, or not. Locking also
inhibits the affects of crouching. Crouching is a sustained gesture that can last for an indefinite
amount of time. When a button duo is unlocked, crouching is mapped to the sustained
selection of the fast-forwarding temporal visual structure. The fast-forwarding icon is a circular
button with double forward arrows that is silver when not activated and yellow when activated.
After interacting with the button duo within a Choreography Grid cell, the participant will
eventually move laterally. The cell becomes unselected, and the yellow selection border is
removed in the Imagery Grid. When a grid cell enters the unselected state, it either invokes the
cross-fading temporal visual structure if it is unlocked or the still structure if it is locked.
The interactive semantics of locking allows a person to create a collage that is entirely static
(all cells locked) or a heterogeneous dynamic composition in which some cells sustain crossfading, while others are locked to still. This enables the participant to create patterns (see
Figure 2). Changes made in the grids persist even after a person leaves the design environment
space. A subsequent participant can enter the space and make changes to the previous
creation, consequently making the new collage a collaborative work between the current
participant and prior participants.
EEvvaalluuaattiioonn
We need to discover methods for evaluating interactive systems with playful and social design
intentions. We deployed the choreographic buttons design environment in the context of the
exhibition / party / user study event with the intention of provoking physical activity and social
interaction, and developing understanding of emerging practices of use. Amalgamating these

three different types of events allowed us to use HCI evaluation techniques in a realistic (semicontrolled) environment while giving the participant the opportunity for an experience less like
that of a typical experimental subject, and more like a participant at a social art event.
In order to structure the evaluation process, we wanted to be able to compare two “usage”
scenarios. Thus, we constructed a mouse-based version of the aesthetic design environment. In
order to select a square, a participant places the mouse cursor over the desired square.
Locking/unlocking a square entails clicking the padlock icon for that square. Fast-forwarding a
square is accomplished by holding the mouse button down over the fast-forward icon and
releasing the mouse button when complete.
Participants voluntarily took responsibility for engaging in the structured activities of using the
two systems, and answering the questionnaire.
RReessuullttss
Nearly all the participants (18) found the movement-based version more entertaining to watch
other participants use [Χ2 (1) = 15.21, p < 0.001]. Most (15) felt that the movement-based
version involved more social interaction. This result shows that the participants were more
socially involved and interacted more with each other using the movement-based version than
the mouse-based version [Χ2 (1) = 8.00, p < 0.01] (see Figure 4). Participants who selected
the movement-based version said that it involved movement of their entire body, produced
good exercise, or was fun to play with, like a game.

Figure 4: Quantitative Experiential Results
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The results showed that computer-supported cooperative play in the movement-based design
environment was reinforced through the system’s collaborative and ludic nature as expressed
by these participants.
“It's funny to see people jumping and concentrated in looking at the screen. It seems more
natural to talk and interrupt people in the movement-based than in the mouse-based.”
“Moving is very different. This difference causes interesting questions to arise. It feels easier to
question and comment about someone who is rigid and socially stiff. The vulnerability of the
composer makes initiating conversation easier.”
D
Diissccuussssiioonn
The experience of human computer interaction should be no less than other experiences in
human life. As Merleau-Ponty develops, the sensation is the unit of experience, and the body is
the site of sensation [0]. We humans are physical creatures. Thus, to bring human computer
interaction onto a par with the rest of life, we need to discover new modalities that directly
involve the body. Choreography is the field that has developed knowledge of expressive human
movement. In framing this research, we set out to involve principles of choreography, of human
movement, of effort and shape, in interface and experience design.
Computer-vision based motion-tracking technology served as the basis for recognizing human
movement. Expressive movements and imagery were co-designed with gesture recognition
algorithms. The role of technology was essential, yet not central in the interface design
process. Further, while we used choreographic principles to design movement, we also needed
interface design principles to develop a coherent experience for participants. The need for
perceptible affordances, consistency, feedback, and clear mappings was if anything intensified,

rather than obviated, by the involvement of computer vision. Choreographic buttons were
found to produce a clear, intelligible user experience. The association of movement and visual
state feedback was effective.
One of our primary goals for the choreographic buttons system was to promote human to
human social interaction. This manifests a value system in which developing human social
relationships is considered worthwhile. As the theater director and performance studies scholar
Richard Schechner said, “Process — a term used often in environmental theater — means
‘getting there’ rather than ‘getting there’ emphasis on the doing, not the done... to be alive to
the here and now, to express oneself here and now. What an immense risk that is! Those who
love products value things and make things of all living beings. Those who love process value
living and make living beings of all things” [0]. This research represents an activity-based rather
than task-based, a process rather than product oriented goal structure.
We observed social interaction. One participant would create a clear pattern, using repetition
and symmetry (i.e., Figure 2). Subsequent participants would create related patterns. Social
interaction developed through two stages. The grids afforded the creation of patterns; the
movements and the display afforded human to human social interaction, in which the
grid-based patterns functioned as vocabulary. The result was the emergence of design style.
Compared to a mouse-based interface, choreographic buttons promote social engagement.
Non-artists made art together. Non-dancers got involved in moving in public. The pure
physicality of the interaction and the exchange of roles in reciprocal turn taking are factors.
Clear affordance design contributed to the efficacy of the movement-based interface.
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